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Wiener–Hopf Solution for Impenetrable Wedges at
Skew Incidence

Vito G. Daniele and Guido Lombardi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new Wiener–Hopf approach for the solution of im-
penetrable wedges at skew incidence is presented. Mathematical
aspects are described in a unified and consistent theory for an-
gular region problems. Solutions are obtained using analytical and
numerical-analytical approaches. Several numerical tests from the
scientific literature validate the new technique, and new solutions
for anisotropic surface impedance wedges are solved at skew inci-
dence. The solutions are presented considering the geometrical and
uniform theory of diffraction coefficients, total fields, and possible
surface wave contributions.

Index Terms—Diffraction, electromagnetic diffraction, electro-
magnetic surface waves, Fredholm integral equations, geometrical
theory of diffraction (GTD), uniform theory of diffraction (UTD),
wedges, Wiener–Hopf method.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANALYTICAL methods nowadays are able to deal with
diffraction problems involving wedges. However, a gen-

eral solution of this problem for an impenetrable wedge at skew
incidence is not completely available yet.

This paper examines the problem of the diffraction by a plane
wave at skew incidence on an impenetrable wedge immersed in
an homogeneous material with permittivity and permeability

; see Fig. 1.
We consider only time harmonic electromagnetic fields with

a time dependence specified by the factor , which is omitted.
The incident field is constituted by plane waves having the fol-
lowing longitudinal components:

(1)

where and are the zenithal and the azimuthal angles which
define the direction of the plane wave : ,

, . Boundary conditions are applied on the
two faces of the wedge (face and face )
and the tangential components of fields are related through the
Leontovich conditions

(2)
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Fig. 1. The impenetrable wedge at skew incidence.

where is the free-space impedance and the ma-

trices are the surface impedances

which depend on the wedge material, in general anisotropic.
The well-known Sommerfeld–Malyuzhinets (SM) method

[1]–[5] is a powerful procedure to solve exactly several special
problems involving impenetrable wedges. This method is based
on the solution of difference equations in the spectral domain.
The SM has produced such an impressive number of important
works that it is impossible to cite them extensively in a journal
paper (see, for example [3], [5], and [6]). Recently, many
authors have extended the SM method to deal with more cases
relative to special problems [3]–[21] but the general solution of
the wedge problem at skew incidence is not available using this
technique. Several authors have proposed efficient approximate
solutions for the unsolved problems [3]–[5], [22]–[31]. Even
if relevant progress has been carried out, no general unified
method has been proposed to solve the wedge diffraction at
skew incidence.

An alternative and popular technique for solving particular
wedge problems is based on the Wiener–Hopf (W-H) technique
[32]–[36] but the use of this technique has been limited to deal
only with rectangular geometries up to now.

In the last five years, a general theory based on the
Wiener–Hopf technique has been developed to study elec-
tromagnetic problems in arbitrary angular regions [37]–[41]. In
general, this technique yields a new class of functional equa-
tions called generalized Wiener-Hopf equations (GWHEs).
The GWHEs differ from the classical Wiener-Hopf equations
(CWHEs) [32]–[34] since the plus and minus functions of
GWHE are defined into two or more different complex planes.
It is important that for impenetrable wedges, a suitable mapping
reduces the GWHEs to the classical ones.

0018-926X/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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The aim of this paper is to apply the W-H technique to solve
the general diffraction problem of the impenetrable wedge at
skew incidence efficiently. We have found closed-form W-H so-
lutions by using an explicit factorization of the matrix kernels
not only for problems that have been studied with SM method
[37], [38], but also for problems studied with other methods.
For problems where no closed-form W-H factorization is avail-
able, we obtain optimal approximate solutions by using Fred-
holm equations of second kind derived directly from the W-H
factorization problem. We observe also that in the framework
of the SM method, approximate techniques are obtained by re-
ducing difference equations to the Fredholm integral equation
[4], [28], [29]. The main difference is that the W-H equations
yield directly the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind,
avoiding the necessity of a regularization process. In particular,
in the W-H approach, the kernel of the Fredholm equation does
not involve special functions such as Malyuzhinets’s and can
be evaluated immediately by algebraic consideration of the ge-
ometrical problem.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reports the
Wiener–Hopf formulation of the problem without the mathe-
matical details of [37]–[41] but from an applied point of view,
Section III introduces and solves the Fredholm equation rele-
vant to the W-H equations. Section IV presents the efficiency
and the convergence of the approximate solution through a
comparison with exact solution of some canonical problems.
Section V presents the far-field evaluation for arbitrary impen-
etrable wedges at skew incidence and Section VI reports the
conclusions. Two important appendixes are included in this
paper. The first is a theoretical appendix devoted to explaining
the mapping between the complex planes used in this paper.
The second is a tool for applications by engineers: we present
in a systematic way the evaluation of the far-field from the
Wiener–Hopf solution by applying GTD and UTD.

II. W-H FORMULATION

A. Generalized W-H Equations for Impenetrable Wedge
Problems

The Wiener–Hopf technique for wedge problems, defined in
[37], is based on the introduction of the following Laplace trans-
forms in the complex plane:

(3)

(4)

where the subscript corresponds to plus functions, i.e., regular
functions in the upper half-plane of the -plane. According to
the theory presented in [37], the GWHE for the impenetrable
wedge problem assumes the following form [41]:

(5)

where and with

(6)

(7)

is reported in (9), shown at the bottom of the page. The
previous quantities are defined in terms of

(8)

Note that, in the expression , we define the proper
branch of the square root as the one that assumes the value
for . See (9).

B. Reduction of GWHE to CWHE

In order to solve GWHE (5), let us introduce the special map-
ping defined by [37], [38]

(10)

Applying this mapping, we obtain

and then (5) becomes

(11)

(9)
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where , , and
.

A complete study of mapping (10) is described in [37] and
[38]. Note that (11) is now a classical W-H equation [32]–[34]
in the -plane that is solvable by the standard factorization pro-
cedure for matrix kernels

(12)

C. Formal Solution of the W-H Equations for Wedge Problems

As the standard Wiener–Hopf procedure needs to ex-
tract from the unknowns the known term, we introduce the
source term in (11). The source term is the geometrical optics
component of the field due to the plane waves defined by

, . All possible plane waves assume
the same pole in the multisheet -plane [38]

(13)

The incident field is related to the plus function for
and provides the pole that is located in the proper sheet of the

-plane. To obtain the source term in the W-H equations (11),
we start from the incident field that is present in

(14)

where

(15)

are the coefficients of the incident field according to the
definition of . By applying mapping (10), we obtain the
source term in the -plane

where

(16)

Using the decomposition procedure, we obtain

(17)

where is the unknown and is the incident field in
-plane.
Taking into account (17), the W-H technique applied to (11)

yields the solution [32], [39]

(18)

D. The Electromagnetic Field in the Wedge Problem

The W-H solution (18) provides the Laplace transforms of
the electromagnetic fields only along the directions , ;
see (6) and (11).

Using the equivalence theorem or the functional equations
reported in [38], it is possible to obtain the expression for the
field’s components for any value: , ,

, . Therefore, in general, there is no need to
introduce the Sommerfeld functions and in order
to obtain the field components in the physical domain.

However, in this paper, we follow the standard procedure used
in the current literature. See, for example, [3] and [42]. We de-
fine the Sommerfeld functions in terms of the W-H solution
(plus functions for ).

The and are given by (20) [43], where the
-plane is defined by

(19)

and (20) as shown at the bottom of the page.
The longitudinal components of field are obtained through the

following expressions for any value:

(21)

is the Sommerfeld contour; see, for example, [8]. Using the
-plane (see Appendix I), the parameter , , and assume the

following simple forms:

(20)
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In the following we will use also the -plane defined in (53)
and the following notations for quantities defined in different
spectral domains:

(22)
Equation (20) provides the Sommerfeld functions only for

that corresponds to the proper sheet of the -plane; see
Appendix I. Conversely, (21) requires the Sommerfeld function
in the whole -plane. We extend the validity of (20) through
analytical continuation. The analytical continuation is imme-
diate when closed-form analytical solution

is available, on the other hand it becomes a critical op-
eration when the unknown is given by approximate ex-
pressions which holds only in the proper sheet of the -plane;
see Appendix I and Section II-E and III-C.

E. Analytical Continuation in the -Plane

We recall from [37] that in the -plane, the plus functions are
even functions

(23)

Besides in the whole -plane, the W-H equation (5) assumes
the following form:

(24)

where and (22) is applied. Considering
(23), it is possible to remove the unknown from (24) and
it holds

(25)

where

(26)
which holds for and where ; see
Appendix I.

By applying (23) and (25) to (26), we obtain the for
any value outside the region.

F. Exact and Approximate Factorization of Matrix Kernels

The W-H technique applied to wedge problem constitutes a
novel method that is completely different from the one known
in the literature as the Sommerfeld–Malyuzhinets method. A
comparison between the two methods shows that SM requires
the solution of difference equations; instead the Wiener–Hopf
technique involves decomposition and factorization.

We claim that all closed-form solutions for wedge problems
(also the ones that have been recently published) reduce to ma-
trix kernels that can be factorized in closed form [38].

However, for the general problem, no explicit factorization
seems to be possible. Consequently, an approximate solution
technique seems to be necessary. One of the aims of this paper

is to show that for the wedge problem, approximate technique
of factorization is reliable and efficient. There are procedures to
obtain approximate factorizations of the W-H kernels [39]–[41].
For instance, it is possible to solve the factorization problem by
introducing approximate rational representation of the matrix
kernel of an arbitrary W-H equation [44] because it is possible
to factorize rational matrices in closed form as reported in [39].
We have tested this technique for impenetrable wedge problems
and we have obtained acceptable accuracy.

In this paper, we develop another technique to obtain ap-
proximate factorizations of matrix kernels. This technique is de-
scribed in Section III and provides highly accurate results and
good convergence, and it is quite simple to manage.

From an applied point of view, it is convenient to refer to the
Appendix II, which provides expressions for the total uniform
far-field for any observation angle : explicit expressions for the
reflection coefficients for the general wedge problems, the use
of UTD in Wiener–Hopf context, the analysis of the location
of the structural singularities, and thus the surface-wave pole
contributions.

III. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE W-H EQUATIONS

A. Factorized Matrices as Solutions of the Homogeneous
Wiener–Hopf Problem

In order to factorize the matrix kernels, we consider the solu-
tion of the following homogeneous Wiener–Hopf problem with
algebraic behavior as :

(27)

where the plus function and the minus function
are respectively regular in the half-planes

and . We can define the factorized matrices of
in term of four independent solutions

, { } of (27) [39], [45]

(28)

B. The Fredholm Equation for the Plus Function Defined in
the -Plane

To obtain , let us introduce the functions {
}

(29)

where is an arbitrary point with negative imaginary part.
Equation (27) becomes

(30)

whose members vanish as according to the physical
behavior of the matrix kernel , the unknowns , and

. By considering the procedure presented in
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[45] and [39], we obtain the following integral equation for
, { }:

(31)
with , and where the vector constant are arbitrary:
for example, the canonical basis for the 4 space. From (31),
we obtain four independent solutions .

These solutions provide the factorized matrix through
(28) and (29). Equation (31) can be reduced to a Fredholm inte-
gral equation of second kind after a suitable reformulation of the
unknown vector . In fact, the kernel of the reformulated
equation satisfies the compactness property [38], [39], [46]. In
brief, the compactness of the kernel in (31) can be observed by
taking into account that (with the exception of the cases where

and ) all the components of the matrix
are constants and bounded as .

Different choices of yield solutions of (31) (in terms of
) which are different by a premultiplicative constant ma-

trix [39]. Thus the form of the solution (18) is not modified.
We suggest to define the pole in the context of the physical

problem: for the problem under examination, a suitable choice
is the pole related to a physical source constituted by a plane
wave.

C. Approximate Factorization in the -Plane

We found that the best way to provide approximate factor-
ized matrices in wedge problems is to reformulate the Fred-
holm equation (31) in the -plane; see Appendix I. It is conve-
nient to warp the contour path constituted by the real axis into
the straight line that joins the points and in order
to obtain good convergence using numerical quadrature tech-
niques [39], [47]. This warping yields (32) if no poles of
are present in the region of the proper sheet between real axis
and . We are not able to provide a mathematical proof that for
arbitrary values of the wedge impedances, there are no poles in
this region. However, using several different values of the ma-
trices and , we have verified numerically that no poles are
in the specified region

(32)
where the (and ) variable is defined by ;

, ,
, and

(33)

The sampled form of the previous Fredholm equation is

(34)

where , has to be chosen as small
as possible and is to be chosen as large as possible. The so-
lution of the previous equations for the (2 ) 1 unknowns

yields the following ap-
proximate representation of the elements

of the factorized kernel :

(35)

where ; see Appendix I.
This representation is valid only in the region; see

Appendix I. We extend the validity of (35) through analyt-
ical continuation as described in Section II-E. In general,

is regular in the strip for impen-
etrable wedge problems. We extend this property in the strip

with the property ,
because plus functions are even function in . By using (25)

(36)

we obtain for any value.
From (36), (35), (28), (26), and (20), we obtain the Som-

merfeld functions in the interval that
are needed for far-field evaluation (Appendix II). Considering
that the Fredholm solution gives directly correct evaluation of

for , we define

(37)
Besides, we observe that by using a suitable normalization,

the factorized matrices in impenetrable wedge problems are in-
dependent on .

IV. COMPARISON WITH KNOWN RESULTS AND VALIDATION

The efficiency, convergence, and validation of the approxi-
mate solutions found by using the technique of Sections II and
III are illustrated through comparisons between exact and ap-
proximate solutions of several canonical problems. The quanti-
ties used in this section and in Section V are explicitly defined
in Appendix II: field components, GTD diffraction coefficient,
UTD field, and surface wave contributions.
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A. Solution of the Symmetric Wedge at Normal Incidence

In the case of (normal incidence) and symmetric
wedges (same isotropic impedance on the faces ), the system
of four coupled W-H equations reduces to four uncoupled scalar
W-H equations. For the E-polarization , we have

, , and we need to solve the two
scalar W-H equations

(38)
where is the impedance of the wedge and

. The factorization of the scalar kernels

(39)

(40)

in the -plane has been performed in [37]

(41)
where the special function [37] is defined by

(42)
From the plus factorized functions and , we

obtain the exact solutions according to (18)

(43)
Equation (43) is valid only in the region. However, since
they are exact expressions, the process of analytical continu-
ations makes them hold for any point. For instance, even
though the point does not belong to , we know that

.
Using (43) in (20) and taking into account the relationship

of the special function with the Malyuzhinets function
[37], we obtain the well-known result and

(44)

where , is the function defined by [3, (4.15)],
and .

Approximate values of
and can be obtained through
the procedure described in Section III that is based on the nu-
merical solution of the suitable Fredholm equation. Note that
outside the region, we must use analytical continuations of
(35).

The accuracy of the approximate technique of factorization is
realized by comparing the exact functions and

Fig. 2. The factorized functions ĝ (w) (solid line) and ĝ (w) for the sym-
metric isotropic impedance wedge at normal incidence obtained, respectively,
through (41) and the procedure described in Section III. The symbols refer to
the numerical solution ĝ (w) for different z values.

with and ob-
tained numerically from the solution of Fredholm equations. For
illustrative purposes, without lack of generality, we present the
comparison between and obtained as the plus
factorized function of

(45)

which differs from the previous definition of for
an inessential constant. By assuming , ,

(relative to a fictitious incident field at
) we solve the linear system (34) of 1 2 1

order for and for the following four values of :
.

In Fig. 2, plots of (solid lines) and (symbols)
are indistinguishable in the real range . Besides
plots of the relative error in log scale

(46)

in the real range shows relatively small values;
see Fig. 3.

The evaluation of in the complex plane yields the
same size of error of those reported in the previous figures.

By using the procedure of Section II-C and the approximation
of the plus factorized kernels, we obtain an approximate solution
of the plus unknowns.

In addition to these results, in Fig. 4, we propose as validation
the test case reported in [3, p. 122] by using our methodology.
In particular, our reference system is referred to Fig. 1 and the
test parameters are (where is the radial distance from
the edge of the wedge), the incident field , ,

, the aperture angle , the normalized face
impedance , and the integration parameters ,

. Fig. 4 presents the decomposition of total field into
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Fig. 3. The relative error e(w) of the evaluation of the factorized function
ĝ (w) in log scale; see Section IV-A. The symbols refer to different z
values.

Fig. 4. Total field (solid line), GO field component (squares), and UTD field
component (triangles) for k� = 10, ' = 7�=12, E = 1, H = 0, � =
3�=4, z = 0:5, A = 10, h = 0:5; see Section IV-A.

two components: geometrical optics (GO) field component and
UTD field component.

B. Solution of the Nonsymmetric Wedge at Normal Incidence
With Surface Wave Contribution

In this section, we analyze another well-known test case re-
ported in [42] using our methodology. Our reference system is
referred to Fig. 1 and the test parameters are similar to the ones
reported in the cited paper. In particular, we evaluate the total
field due to an H-polarized plane wave at from
the edge of an impedance wedge with the following parameters:

, , , , (quasi-per-
fect conducting face), , (inductive
impedance), , .

Fig. 5 presents the total field and its decomposition into three
components: the GO field component, the UTD field compo-
nent, and the surface wave (SW) field component.

Fig. 5. Total field (solid line), GO field component (squares), UTD field com-
ponent (triangles), and SW field component (circles) for k� = 10, ' = �=2,
E = 0, H = 1, � = 7�=8, z = 0:01, z = sin(� ), � = 0:01 + |,
A = 10, h = 0:5; see Section IV-B.

Note that the only difference from the test case reported in
[42] is instead of . This choice is made to
check that our methodology does not have problems for some
critical small values of the parameters. Similar results are ob-
tained using .

C. Solution of a PEC Wedge at Skew Incidence

The factorization problem of the W-H kernel (11) related to
the perfect electric conducting (PEC) wedge is reduced to the
factorization in the -plane of the functions and

; see [37]. From (11) and (26), we obtain
the exact result (47) as shown at the bottom of the next page.

By using (20), we obtain the Sommerfeld functions

(48)

Equation (48) agrees completely with the solutions obtained by
the SM method [2], [3], [48].

The accuracy and the convergence of the approximate solu-
tions can be ascertained by the comparison between the exact
GTD diffraction coefficients (60) and the approximate ones ob-
tained by the numerical solution of the linear system (34) of
order 4 ((2A h) 1).

With the analytical continuation (37) provided by (23) and
(25), we obtain the Sommerfeld functions for any point, in
particular in the real range to evaluate
the diffracted field (59).

The test parameters are referred to Fig. 1 and to the defini-
tion presented previously: , , ,

, and the skew incidence . For the numer-
ical solution, we have chosen different values of the integration
parameter and in order to confirm the convergence of our
technique: and .
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Fig. 6. The relative error of the evaluation of GTD diffraction coefficient in
log scale using different set of integration parameters for the PEC wedge with
' = 2�=3, E = 1, H = 0, � = 7�=8, and � = �=4 versus the
azimuthal angle '; see Section IV-C. The top portion of the figure reports the
GTD diffraction coefficient (dB).

The exact GTD diffraction coefficient (in decibels) together
with the relative error of the numerical solution in log scale
is reported in Fig. 6. The use of the relative error (49) is a good
tool to validate the precision because it measures the level of
precision in term of digits (log scale) for the whole interval of
the observation angle except for the directions where GTD is
infinite or almost vanishing

(49)

where is the exact GTD coefficient (60), while
is the numerical estimation.

Peaks of the GTD diffraction coefficients occur for the GO
directions: (incident field) and for
(reflected field).

Fig. 6 shows the relative error of for ,
for any observation angle.

Fig. 7. GTD copolar diffraction coefficient (dB) versus the azimuthal angle
' for different sets of surface impedances for the half-plane problem; see
Section V-A.

This high convergence rate is due to the mathematical proper-
ties of Fredholm integral equation of second kind obtained from
GWHE without any regularization technique. Besides, for im-
penetrable wedge problems, the application of the contour path

described in Section III-C enforces the convergence of the
general kernel for wedge problems.

We have considered the PEC wedge at skew incidence, as
a test case, to validate our general vector formulation with a
well-known explicit scalar solution for GTD diffraction coeffi-
cient. We observe that even if the analytic expression of the GTD
diffraction coefficients is independent of , the W-H vector for-
mulation depends on the value of ; see (47).

V. SOLUTION OF THE ARBITRARY IMPENETRABLE WEDGE AT

SKEW INCIDENCE

A. The Half-Plane Problem With Different Impedances at the
Skew Incidence Case

In order to validate our method and demonstrate its conver-
gence, we present the following test case partially reported in
[3, p. 130]. This problem consists of the half-plane problem
with different impedances at the skew incidence. Fig. 7 shows

(47)
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Fig. 8. The relative error on the evaluation of GTD diffraction coefficient in
log scale using different set of integration parameters for the test case reported
in Fig. 7 with z = 0:25, z = 4 (half-plane problem; see Section V-A).

the GTD copolar diffraction coefficient (dB) for the field com-
ponent versus the azimuthal angle with different sets of

and scalar impedances (same as in [3]) and for an extra
anisotropic case. The other problem’s parameters are

, , , and , ,
. The fifth test cases differ on the face impedances:

1) isotropic face impedances , (PEC);
2) isotropic face impedances , ;
3) isotropic face impedances , ;
4) isotropic face impedances , ;
5) anisotropic face impedances

(50)

Note that for the anisotropic test case, we have chosen passive
impedance matrices.

In Fig. 8, the study of convergence using a particular case of
the problems analyzed in Fig. 7 is proposed: , .
This figure reports the relative error (49) of the GTD diffrac-
tion coefficient in log scale for different integration
parameters and, considering as reference case ,
the solution for , .

It is useful to study the relative error because it measures the
digits of precision in the numerical evaluation for different inte-
gration parameters . This measure is not possible in Fig. 7,
where the standard decibel scale is used.

We observe that the parameter selects the spectral range
that we consider in the discretization of the kernel [47].
From Fig. 8, we establish that a satisfactory choice of is

. In particular, for values over 20, no improvement of the
solution is achieved. Small values of the parameter improve
the average level of convergence (digit of precision), especially
for small GTD diffraction coefficients. A satisfactory choice of

is . In particular, for values below 0.25, no improve-
ment of the solution is achieved—in fact, we have experienced
that result for , are indistinguishable from those
with , .

Fig. 9. GTD copolar diffraction coefficient (dB) versus the azimuthal angle '
for the wedge problem with � = 7�=8 described in Section V-B.

Fig. 10. GTD crosspolar diffraction coefficient (dB) versus the azimuthal angle
' for the wedge problem with � = 7�=8 described in Section V-B.

Similar convergence properties are observed for the other test
case of Fig. 7, in particular for the anisotropic case.

This high convergence rate is due to the mathematical prop-
erties of Fredholm integral equation of second kind and in par-
ticular to the spectral properties of its kernel in the -plane; see
Section III-C and [47].

B. The GTD Coefficients for an Arbitrary Impenetrable Wedge
at Skew Incidence

Following the procedure presented in Sections II and III,
we present the numerical results for the arbitrary impenetrable
wedge at skew incidence. Figs. 9 and 10 present comparisons
among the GTD diffraction coefficients for four different test
cases with the following common parameters: ,

, , , , , and
. The four test cases differ in the face impedances. The

impedance values are those reported in Section V-A, but for
the sake of simplicity we avoid plotting the case ,

.
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Fig. 11. Copolar component E of total field for the test case described in
Section V-C for the wedge problem with� = 7�=8: total field (solid line), GO
field component (squares), UTD field component (triangles).

Fig. 9 shows the GTD copolar diffraction coefficient (we
observe with an incident field). Fig. 10 shows the
crosspolar diffraction coefficient (we observe with an
incident field). For practical engineering applications, we recall
the relation (61) among , components and the ,
components. Peaks of the GTD diffraction coefficients are for

(incident field) and for (reflected
field).

C. Total Field for an Arbitrary Impenetrable Wedge at Skew
Incidence

Here we present numerical results for the evaluation of the
total field scattered and diffracted by a nonsymmetric isotropic
impenetrable wedge. We evaluate the total and com-
ponents according to the description in Appendix II. We have
chosen the following parameters: , ,

, , , , , , and
. Numerical results of the total field are reported in

Fig. 11 (copolar component ) and Fig. 12 (crosspolar com-
ponent ) specifying the GO field component and UTD field
component.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The GWHE formulation constitutes a new tool to solve
wedge problems. Analytical details are presented in order
to apply this novel technique to practical problems. Simple
quadrature schemes are sufficient to demonstrate very good
convergence of numerical results. The procedure to obtain
diffraction coefficients and total fields for an anisotropic non-
symmetric wedge at skew incident is presented and fully tested.

APPENDIX I
THE AND PLANES

In order to apply the analytical continuation in the -plane to
, a full analysis of mapping

Fig. 12. Crosspolar component Z H of total field for the test case described
in Section V-C for the wedge problem with � = 7�=8: total field (solid line),
GO field component (squares), UTD field component (triangles).

between -plane and -plane is considered. By introducing the
following mapping:

(51)

we obtain that the points of proper-sheet correspond to the
points through (52) [39]

(52)

In (52), the proper branch of and the principal
value of assume that ,

with .
Fig. 13 shows the image of the proper sheet of the -plane

onto the -plane. The images of four quadrants are limited by
the images of the standard branch lines labelled with and

. We assume as standard branch lines of the mapping (51)
those constituted by the arcs of hyperbolas where ;
see Fig. 14. The line and of Fig. 13 is, respectively, the
image of the real and imaginary axis of the -plane.

Using (10), (19), (51), and (52) we obtain that

(53)

We assume that is the image of the proper -plane in the
-plane. real values of the proper sheet are those in the

range (52) and correspond to real values of the
interval of .

For instance, point , which corresponds to the pole
and is located in the proper sheet of the

-plane, is given by

(54)
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Fig. 13. This plot shows the image of the proper sheet and improper sheet of
the ��-plane onto the �w-plane, respectively, with light gray colors and dark gray
colors. For the proper sheet, the images of four quadrants 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
limited by the images of the standard branch lines labelled with b and b .
The r and i lines are the images of the real and imaginary axes of the ��-plane.
Regions 5 and 6 are, respectively, part of the second and fourth quadrant of
��-plane but with different � properties: real and imaginary parts of � for regions
5 and 6 are with the same sign of those relative to the first and third quadrant.
� is arctan[�Im[� ]=Re[� ]]. In the figure, � is equal to 1�j0.1.

Fig. 14. Proper sheet of the ��-plane with four quadrants 1, 2, 3, and 4 limited
by the images of the standard branch lines labelled with b and b . Regions
5 and 6 are, respectively, part of the second and fourth quadrants of ��-plane but
with different � properties: real and imaginary parts of � for regions 5 and 6 are
with the same sign of those relative to the first and third quadrant. In the figure,
� is equal to 1�j0.1.

By using , , and
we obtain the analytical continuation in the whole and
planes for the following fundamental quantities:

(55)

APPENDIX II
FAR-FIELD EVALUATION

In this Appendix, we propose from an applied point of view
the immediate expressions for the total uniform far-field for any
observation angle in a systematic way: explicit expressions of
the reflection coefficients for the general wedge problems, the
use of UTD in Wiener–Hopf solution context, the analysis of
the location of the structural singularities, and thus surface-wave
pole contributions.

In order to evaluate the field’s components in impenetrable
wedge problems for any observation point , we apply (37)
to the solution , which depends on the factorized kernel

. The use of the saddle point method (SDP) on (21) [3],
[42] yields the far-field evaluation

(56)

where , are the GO contributions, , the diffracted
fields, and , the possible contributions of the surface
waves. In the following, we assume without lack of generality
only acute wedges: . The contribution of geometrical
optics field arises from the residues of the poles that satisfy
the equation and that are
present in [42] (the region enclosed by the SDP in
and the Sommerfeld contour ). GO field can be evaluated by
solving the simple problems of reflection of plane waves on flat
indefinite impedance surfaces

(57)

where is the unit step function and is related to
the reflection coefficient for a skew plane wave incident on a flat

impedance surface with . is

defined as

in terms of the coefficients reported in (58) as shown at the
bottom of the next page.
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The reflection coefficients of the face ( and ) are the
same as those of the face after substituting with ,
with and with .

The diffracted field components arise from the saddle points
in and present the following form [3], [42], known in
the literature as the GTD component:

(59)

We define as GTD diffraction coefficients

(60)

It is convenient to relate the transverse component ,
of the diffracted ray to the transverse component , of the
incident ray [3]

(61)

When the observation point approaches shadow boundaries,
the GO poles are near the saddle points and uniform diffracted
fields appear necessary. By using the UTD, we obtain [49]–[52]

(62)

where

and the function is the Kouyoumjian–Pathak transition
function defined by [51]

(63)

In (63), the principal branch of is the one for
. The unit step function in compensates the

unit step function of the GO fields. Consequently,
and are continuous when

they cross the shadow boundaries. Note that (59) is based on
the first-order saddle point approximation [53]. If the first-order
contributions vanish, we must use complete asymptotic expan-
sion as reported in [53]. The contributions of the surface waves
arise from the structural poles and we discuss them next.

A. Structural Singularities and Surface-Wave Pole
Contributions

The structural singularities of a W-H equation are defined by
the singularities of the matrix kernel and its inverse. In the
GWHE (5) these matrices are defined by

(64)

(58)
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We observe the presence of the branch points . In addition,
since both and do not have poles, the structural sin-
gularities are the poles that arise from the zeroes of
and

(65)
where

with .
Note that the zeros of are . Since they are also

branch points of the matrix kernel , they do not add struc-
tural singularities. Conversely, presents zeros de-
fined by and . These zeros are related to
the possible complex waves present, respectively, on the -face
and on the -face. According to (21), these poles may play a role
in the far-field evaluation. It is possible to perform the analyt-
ical evaluation of the poles with the substitution .
It yields

By applying the residue theorem, we obtain

Res

Res

(66)

where are the structural poles of in . From
(37) and (55), these poles satisfy the equation

.
Concerning the surface-wave contributions, we observe that

the evaluation of the field near a face of an impedance wedge
through (66) could present an insufficient accuracy [54], [55]
under particular conditions: for example, when the surface poles
approach the saddle points.
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